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Abstract
Overconsumption is a growing topic of concern as environmental and financial
instability become more problematic in the developed world. Because advertising contributes
to consumer habit formation and advertising targeting children is particularly effective,
limiting children’s exposure to advertisements may result in short-term and long-term
consumer change. In 1980, Quebec implemented the Consumer Protection Act (CPA), which
banned advertising targeting children in order to protect consumers that are supposedly less
able to make informed decisions. Household expenditure survey data is used to empirically
estimate a causal relationship between the CPA and household toy consumption in Quebec. I
reveal that Quebec households with relatively large annual expenditures on toys experience a
significant decrease in toy expenditure as a result of the CPA, but the decrease does not occur
for over 10 years after the ban’s implementation. Quebec households that have relatively
small annual toy expenditure experience a persistent decrease in toy expenditure as a result of
the CPA within four years of the ban’s implementation. The empirical result provides support
for the view that spending more on toys may cause deeper habit formation, which is more
difficult to change by removing targeted advertising. In order to measure potential welfare
changes caused by the CPA, we additionally provide an original model of advertising with
peer effects by modifying a model developed by Dixit and Norman (1978). Using this model,
we put forth an argument grounded in psychology that predicts banning advertising to
children may have increased welfare in Quebec’s toy industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the 20th century, ubiquitous advertising became a defining characteristic of
market economies and the developed world. On television in the United States roughly ten
minutes of every hour of programming is taken up by advertisements (Kunkel and Gantz,
1992). Moreover, Kunkel (2001) estimated that children in the US view approximately
40,000 advertisements every year. Contemporary children often recognize big name brands
before they are literate (Weller, 2002).
Advertisements are everywhere because corporations spend billions of dollars on
advertising each year. Total expenditure on advertising in the US consistently amounts to
roughly 2% of the country’s GDP (Pepall, 2013). In 2014, firms that produced dolls and
stuffed toys spent an average 11% of their gross sales on advertising (compared to ~3%
across all industries)1. The reason why corporations choose to incur the massive costs of
commercial advertising varies; companies may advertise to battle with competitors for
market share, to raise consumer demand for their products directly, or both. In either case,
there is a pervasive belief that advertising affects individuals’ purchasing decisions.
Companies often test the effectiveness of their advertising campaigns using empirical
methods. However, solid empirical evidence on the economic effects of industry-wide
advertising is rare because of the challenges of measuring the direct and indirect effects of
advertising – there are very few consumers unaffected by advertising that we can compare to
“commercialized individuals”. Although advertising may cause individuals to switch between
brands of certain goods, it is much less evident how advertising may affect individuals’
consumption of entire categories of goods (for which there are no substitutes). The main
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
Advertising Age, 2014 Annual.
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contribution of the current study is to analyze a unique natural experiment that allows us to
investigate empirically the effect of advertising on purchasing decisions.
On April 30th 1980, Quebec enacted the Consumer Protection Act (CPA). Sections
248 and 249 of the act presented an unusual ban on commercial advertisements toward youth:
Subject to what is provided in the regulations, no person may make use of commercial
advertising directed at persons under thirteen years of age [...] To determine whether
or not an advertisement is directed at persons under thirteen years of age, account
must be taken of the context of its presentation, and in particular of (a) the nature and
intended purpose of the goods advertised; (b) the manner of presenting such
advertisement; (c) the time and place it is shown.2
This was the first official general ban on advertising of all commercial products toward
children, although restrictions on advertising to children now exist in Sweden, Norway,
Greece, Austria, and Belgium (Eagle and de Burin, 2001). Quebec’s ban is also the largest in
scope, covering nearly a quarter of the population of Canada.
The popular Anglophone and Francophone news sources of Quebec had divergent
reactions and predictions regarding the new wide-ranging CPA. The Montreal Gazette (a
popular Anglophone newspaper) responded with fear that the ban would hurt companies and
ultimately raise the price of goods. On April 30th 1980, the Gazette released an article
reflecting views of prominent industry leaders:
“It’s going to hurt Quebec,” predicts Boyd Brown, president of the Canadian Toy
Manufacturers’ Association. Brown’s industry has the most to lose [...] toymakers are
the one group that spends most of its advertising dollars to influence children.
Conversely, articles in Le Soleil and Le Devoir (two of the prominent Francophone
newspapers) explained details of the act, but did not mention potential rising costs or adverse
consequences. The Francophone reaction focused more closely on how the CPA was to be
implemented and how the ban would protect consumers.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
From the Civil Code of Quebec
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The current study investigates whether consumers’ purchasing behavior changed in
Quebec’s toy industry in response to the CPA. The analysis uses FamEx survey data
(collected by Statistics Canada) to examine household expenditures on toys in Quebec and
Ontario. Ontario did not enact a ban on advertising, and therefore serves as the “control
group” in the natural experiment. By comparing toy expenditures between the provinces
before and after the ban was implemented, it is possible to estimate the ban’s effect on toy
expenditures in Quebec. The econometric estimation provides support for the notion that the
restriction on advertising targeting children caused consumption of toys to decrease.
The CPA was implemented and justified on the premise that children under the age of
thirteen are unable to comprehend advertisements’ persuasive intent. As a result, children
cannot assess the value of goods in commercials, but instead are persuaded into believing that
advertised goods are those that satisfy their desires. Therefore, although not explicitly stated,
the ban was partially intended to curb demand for heavily advertised children’s goods. There
is evidence that the CPA may have caused Quebec’s fast-food industry to shrink. Tirtha Dhar
and Kathy Baylis (2011) published a study showing that individuals in Quebec experienced a
13 percent decrease in weekly propensity to consume fast food following the introduction of
the CPA, from 1984 to 1992. Dhar and Baylis did not examine consumption changes for each
post-ban year individually, and instead, only discuss a single aggregate change. They
extrapolate that, “urban households in Quebec consume between 5.6 billion and 7.8 billion
fewer fast-food calories per year as a result of the ban”. Thus, the ban seemed to have a
significant effect on purchasing decisions in Quebec’s fast-food industry and may have
contributed significantly to health improvements.
Toys represent a good that almost all children desire from a young age. Although toys
are technically considered a durable good because they can last for a long time, children often
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“grow-out” of their toys relatively quickly. An abundance of toys is not viewed from a childrearing perspective as necessary for children and so the desire to purchase toys frequently is
more likely caused by social factors (e.g., what friends are buying or what will impress
others). Children’s psychological dependence on toy consumption may be created and
perpetuated by commercial advertisements that often deliberately attempt to capitalize on
youth socialization behaviors. Specifically, advertising to children is often used as a
coordinating mechanism that convinces children their friends are also buying a particular toy.
As a result, advertisements directed at children may increase demand for toys by influencing
children to desire a quantity of toys greater than the quantity they would purchase in the
absence of the respective advertising. This conjecture will gain empirical support if we find
that the CPA’s ban on advertising toward children did curb toy expenditures in Quebec.
Furthermore, considering the manipulative nature of advertising to children, a model is
proposed that predicts how welfare in Quebec may have improved due to the CPA.
To fully understand how advertising affects purchasing decisions, it is important to
look at time trends in expenditures after the ban was put into effect. If there were a sudden
drop in expenditure in Quebec following the CPA, this would suggest that advertising has an
immediate and direct effect on consumption decisions. However, if there is a gradual
decrease in toy expenditures, this suggests a different and more indirect way that advertising
affects behavior. Advertising may lead to an accumulation of a stock of brand awareness in
individuals’ memories. In order for this stock to deteriorate, it may take years of limited
exposure to advertisements. Another more robust explanation for a gradual rather than an
immediate decrease in expenditure is based on the likelihood that commercial advertising
embeds a consumerist mindset in children when they are young. And like most early
childhood exposures, the deep formation of habit is hard to remove or replace. As a result, it
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may take years of restricted exposure to advertisements for children to shift their fundamental
preferences away from more equals better.
Individuals’ propensity to shift their preferences following the CPA may be
contingent on the intensity of their preexisting consumption habits. Individuals who purchase
toys frequently may have deeply engrained consumption habits. The removal of targeted
advertising may have less of an immediate effect on these big spenders compared to
individuals with less developed preexisting consumption habits who spend less on toys. The
current empirical and theoretical analysis allows us to explore these hypotheses. The study
provides a novel understanding of how consumer preferences can change and has
implications in the fields of behavioral economics and public policy.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Background on the Consumer Protection Act

On April 30, 1980, Quebec implemented the Consumer Protection Act (CPA), which
prohibited advertising targeting children under the ager of 13. In order to analyze whether an
advertisement targets children, the content of the advertisements as well as the context in
which the advertisements are presented are taken into account. Specifically, the Office de la
Protection du Consommateur (OPC) provides three criteria that correspond to the following
questions:
(1) For whom are the advertised goods or services intended? Do they appeal to
children?
(2) Is the advertisement designed to attract the attention of children?
(3) Are children targeted by the advertisement or exposed to it based on the time and
place it appears or is broadcast?
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All three of the questions must be taken into account when deciding whether an
advertisement should be prohibited. Table 1 serves as a guide for potential companies when
deciding how to advertise their products.3 Additional criteria are also taken into account in an
attempt to ensure the advertisements are not deceptive. The following types of advertisements
are also subject to regulation:
•

Advertisements that exaggerate the nature, characteristics, performance or
duration of a product or service.

•

Advertisements that minimize the degree of skill, strength or dexterity, or the age
necessary to use goods or services.

•

Advertisements that use a superlative to describe the characteristics of the goods
or services or a diminutive to indicate their cost.

The CPA stipulates three exceptions for which advertising directed toward children is
permitted: (1) Advertising in a children magazine; (2) advertising for a children’s
entertainment event; and. (3) advertising in store windows, in retail displays, on containers
and on packaging designed to target children.
If companies do not comply with the above criteria, they may at first receive a notice
to comply from the OPC. The OPC may also respond by offering a negotiation with the firm,
where the OPC provides potential acceptable changes to the advertisement. The OPC may
also file criminal lawsuits for the violations, and has won cases against General Mills, Burger
King, and McDonalds. As such, OPC’s willingness to negotiate with companies, as well as its
legitimate threat of lawsuits, incentivize compliance with the act.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!Provided by the Office de la Protection du Consommateur!
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Strictly speaking, the CPA does not ban advertising of children’s products. The CPA
simply bans commercial advertisements directed at children in order to protect consumers
who may be unaware of the advertisements’ persuasive intent.4 Advertisements of children’s
products, such as toys, are permitted when directed at adult purchasers. Hence, the
informational aspect of the advertisements of the products (i.e., their price, physical
attributes, and existence) can still be communicated to the adult consumers.

Table 1 – CPA Enforcement Criteria

The justification for the CPA reveals the OPC’s contentious perspective on the role of
advertising in the market for toys. The act closely reflects the persuasive perspective of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!See!Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Quebec, 1989.!
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advertising. Advertising, in this case, persuades consumers to buy things they do not need,
creating potentially sub-optimal welfare outcomes. This view contradicts the informative
perspective, which endorses advertisements as addressing imperfect information in markets –
potentially increasing welfare. The next section briefly summarizes these views in order to
better understand the economic rationale and potential consequences of the CPA.

2.2. The Persuasive Perspective

The economic literature on advertising provides valuable insights into how a ban on
advertising may affect an industry and its consumers. In 1950, Nicolas Kaldor created a
framework for studying the economics of advertising. To begin, he made the valuable
distinction between the direct functions of advertising and advertising’s incidental effects.
The direct functions of advertising can be measured through shifts in market demand whereas
the incidental or indirect effects are the consequential effects of advertising on market
structure and competition. By measuring changes in household consumption caused by the
CPA, the current empirical analysis attempts to measure the direct functions of advertising on
the toy industry in Quebec. Incidental effects on market structure are broader and beyond the
scope of the current empirical study.
The persuasive view of advertising, which was also pioneered by Kaldor, argues that the
direct function of advertising is “to persuade” individuals to purchase more of a particular
brand than they would have in the absence of the brand’s advertising (Pepall, 2013).
According to the persuasive view, the direct effect of advertising is to change consumer
preferences, and hence consumers’ demand for goods. If costly advertising persuades a
consumer to buy more of a good, is the consumer better off or worse off? Alternatively,
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would the consumer be better off if the resources expended on advertising were directed
elsewhere? This is difficult to answer because our measure of welfare is based on consumer
preferences. That said, by exploring how advertising changes consumer preferences under
specific circumstances, models can be used to provide reasonable estimates of how certain
types of advertising may affect welfare.
One approach used by Dixit and Norman (1978) investigates the welfare consequences of
advertising using either the pre-advertising or post-advertising consumer preferences. Using
the pre-advertising preferences as the benchmark makes sense when the advertising is purely
non-informative and consumers are not in fact better off, whereas using post-advertising
preferences as the benchmark implies that the shift in demand following the advertising
reflects a change in individuals’ true preferences (because consumers now know correct
information about the advertised goods). In order for the latter to be true, advertising would
have to be valued by the consumer and purely informative.

2.3. The Informative Perspective

In the late 1960s, an alternative perspective on advertising emerged from the Chicago
School, which viewed advertising in a more positive light. Advertising was seen as a market
response to consumers’ imperfect information. According to this perspective, instead of
shifting demand in a market through persuasion, advertising is a way to inform consumers of
the existence, quality, and price of goods (Stigler, 1961). Advertising addresses the market
inefficiencies by reducing consumer search costs and reducing costs that restrict competition.
Furthermore, advertising speeds up the diffusion of knowledge within a market, which allows
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for the market to become more competitive (Ozga, 1960). Specifically, new entrants can
inform consumers of the existence of their products using advertising.
Nelson (1974) further contributed to the Chicago School view on advertising by
providing an explanation of how seemingly non-informative advertising can indirectly
convey information about a product. He shows that in markets for experience goods (i.e.,
goods whose quality cannot be ascertained pre-purchase), where the target consumers are
repeat purchasers, even the mere existence of an advertisement can serve as an economically
beneficial signal of product quality or firm reputation.5 Thus, the informative perspective
claims that advertising conveys information directly (or indirectly) which results in more
efficient market outcomes.

2.4. The Persuasive View Versus the Informative View and Toy Advertisements

When examining both the content of the advertisements for toys and the audience that
toy companies target with their advertisements, the informative view lacks intuitive appeal.
The public policy concern about advertisements targeting children is that they convey little
objective information about the products and often use misleading techniques of persuasion
instead. Further, these advertisements target an audience that is generally less able to make
“informed” decisions in response to the advertisements
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!Nelson claims that in markets for experience goods, firms often induce a positive
relationship between level of advertising and consumer utility. Because consumers know the
quality of the good from their first experience and firms observe the demand for their goods,
firms advertise as a reminder of the existence of their high quality products. This creates a
positive feedback loop where consumers recognize high-quality goods leading firms’ with
high quality goods to have more capital to advertise. The non-informative advertisements still
remind consumers of the high-quality goods as consumers purchase more of these goods, and
the cycle perpetuates itself. In this model, firms are not incentivized to advertise low-quality
experience goods.!
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According to Muehling and Kolbe (1999), the advertisements that firms air on TV and
radio during times in which children are the primary audience contain significantly less
information about the quality or value of the product (compared to advertisements aired when
adults are the primary audience). They compared Saturday morning advertisements directed
at children to prime-time advertisements directed at adults and found that the advertisements
targeting children offer fewer disclosure messages, conveying significantly less information.
If children are not viewing disclosures, they presumably know less about the quality or risks
associated with the advertised product. Instead of presenting information about their
products, advertisers typically use non-informative tactics to motivate purchasing decisions.
This suggests that advertisers either believe that children are less capable of comprehending
objective information regarding products, advertisers believe that presenting such information
to children is less effective than non-informative techniques, or both. Regardless,
advertisements to children tend to be non-informative in content.
Nelson’s (1974) argument that advertisements can be viewed as signals of high
quality is also problematic in the context of the toy industry. Many toys are bought once, used
for a short period of time, and then forgotten. Firms in this industry, unlike firms in the fast
food industry, are incentivized to advertise new products that are often not designed for
repeat purchase. Nelson’s argument depends on repeat purchase in order for advertising to
signal high quality. Hence it is not readily applicable to the toy industry.
Advertisements for toys often exploit children’s youthful desires and vulnerabilities in
order to persuade them to either buy the good or ask their parents to buy the good for them.
Gunter, Oates, and Blades (2005) elaborated on six non-informative, misleading techniques
commonly used in advertisements directed at children. The first two, (1) exaggeration and
(2) metaphors, are commonly used in the slogans and semantics of advertisements.
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Specifically, subjective and misleading claims are frequently used in children’s advertising.
Children are particularly ill-equipped to recognize exaggeration and metaphor usage as
deliberate techniques, and instead, often take the messages literally (Bandyopadhyay et al.,
2001). The next two, (3) fantasy and (4) special effects, are common techniques used to
catch children’s attention and to create unrealistic expectations about the good. Kline (1993)
performed a content analysis of Canadian television and found that fantasy play was featured
in nearly all character toy commercials. The fifth technique, (5) appeals, is used broadly to
refer to different targeting approaches, using themes that tend to attract desired consumers.
Toys, for example, are often marketed to parents as learning tools and marketed to children as
just fun (Szymanski, 2002). Finally, (6) celebrities are frequently used in advertisements
directed at children to create a lasting association between the advertised product and the
positively perceived celebrity. Advertisers attempt to capitalize on what psychologists refer to
as the “halo effect”. Children perceive the attractiveness and other positive attributes in the
celebrity, and subconsciously infer that the celebrities’ other attributes and actions, such as
their purchasing behavior, are also inherently good. In sum, advertisements to children often
exploit a variety of non-informative, and potentially misleading techniques used to persuade
children to buy certain toys.
These observations undermine the credibility of the informative interpretation of
advertising. It seems unlikely that children under the age of thirteen buy toys due to
advertising informing them of a toy’s existence, price, and quality. Instead, children may
desire a new toy because advertisements manipulate them into believing it’s a “must-have”.
The CPA provides a unique situation in which there is an effort to remove non-informative
advertising from an entire industry. Dixit and Norman’s (1978) assumption that welfare can
be calculated by using pre-advertising preferences when advertising is purely non-
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informative is essentially manifested in this real-world situation. Thus, if there is empirical
evidence that demand shifted as a result of the CPA’s ban on advertising to children, applying
Dixit and Norman’s model to the consumption of the affected products in Quebec may allow
for reasonable welfare predictions.

2.5. The Peer Effect and Advertising as a Coordination Mechanism

Ivan Pastine and Tuvana Pastine (2002) present the following theory of advertising
based on an externality that may be highly relevant to advertising behavior in the toy
industry. They argue:
If youngsters are more vulnerable to social pressures, then coordination of their
expectations is central to market success. This presents an important role for
advertising, not to inform them, nor to persuade them that one brand is somehow
intrinsically different from other brands, but to convince them that others will be
buying it as well.
The peer effect of advertising is very plausible in the toy industry because advertisements
directed at children often attempt to make them feel as if their peers are buying certain toys as
well. Pastine and Pastine’s (2002) theory is consistent with the persuasive theory, and
specifies the basis for persuasion in an industry like the toy industry. By convincing children
that others will also buy a particular toy, advertisers are persuading children to desire the toy.
The peer effect assumes that some consumer’s peers owning a toy is a complement rather
than a substitute for the consumer buying that toy. If toy manufacturers and retailers are using
advertisements as a coordination of expectation, as Pastine and Pastine describe, then
children may want to buy a toy irrespective of its quality or other objective criteria. Thus,
Pastine and Pastine’s (2002) theory is consistent with that of Kaldor (1950), Akerlof &
Dickens (1982), and Dixit & Norman (1978). More importantly, the peer effect of advertising
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as described by Pastine and Pastine (2002) suggests that a child may be equally satisfied with
fewer toys if that child’s peers also have fewer toys. We estimate the potential welfare
consequences of the peer effect using a modified version of Dixit and Norman’s (1978)
model in the discussion section.
The above theories help to conceptualize the economic justification for the CPA and
introduce the arguments behind different methods of welfare modeling. Nevertheless, the
theories remain too broad to provide a rationale to hypothesize changes in consumer behavior
caused by the CPA. Accordingly, I examine psychology literature to better understand how
the CPA may have affected consumption and welfare in Quebec.

2.6. Cognitive Dissonance and Advertising to Children

The psychological theory of cognitive dissonance allows for a basic understanding of
how firms manipulate children’s preferences with advertising and why children are more
vulnerable than adults to this manipulation. The theory states that when there is a dissonance
between an individual’s beliefs, ideas, or values, the individual will be motivated to create an
internal or external justification to minimize this dissonance (Festinger, 1962). Economists
George Akerlof and William Dickens (1982) explain how advertising may exploit cognitive
dissonance. They argue that in many instances when the consumers’ physical or social needs
are not dependent on the quality or price of a good, the advertisement provides an external
justification, manufacturing a belief that the good is, in fact, necessary for the consumer.
Akerlof & Dickens (1982) explain, “people like to feel that they are attractive, socially adept,
and intelligent. It makes them feel good to hold such beliefs about themselves. Ads facilitate
such beliefs - if the person buys the advertised product”. Advertisements for toys likely create
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cognitive dissonance in their intended target audience of children. There is a dissonance
between the image of a socially adept, “cool” kid having the toy (as fabricated in the
advertisement) and the target child not yet possessing the toy. In order to minimize the
dissonance, children feel that they must buy the toy. Moreover, as different toy companies
also advertise using similarly exploitative methods, a child is not likely to ever feel satisfied
because the process is constantly renewed.
The perpetual dissatisfaction created by advertising is similarly reported in the views
of Nicolas Kaldor (1960), who claimed that certain advertising might create “a false sense of
values and leads to a constant tendency for actual satisfaction to fall short of expectation”.
Akerlof & Dickens’ (1982) explanation of cognitive dissonance in advertising reveals why
unregulated advertisement in the toy industry may be manipulative through exploitation of
psychological vulnerabilities. Moreover, the manipulative style of advertising may cause
increased consumption that does not necessarily coincide with increased consumer
satisfaction, and thus, could be excessive and socially inefficient.
There is evidence that children’s purchasing behavior (as compared to adults’) is more
easily influenced by advertising’s exploitative style of using social images to create cognitive
dissonance. Oates, Blades, Gunter, and Don (2003) found that children were significantly less
aware of advertisements’ persuasive intent than adults. Adults understand the economic
incentives behind advertising; firms pay for advertisements in order to increase sales or
protect market share of their particular good or service. Hence, adults can (or at least try to)
assess the content of an advertisement in the context of the advertisers’ intentions. Children,
on the other hand, often do not understand the economic systems that advertisements operate
within. As a result, children may assess the content of an advertisement without regard for the
advertiser’s intentions.
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When advertisers use images of attractive and intelligent people using their product,
adults can recognize that these images are constructed in order to motivate purchasing
behavior. Knowledge of the persuasive intent of the advertisements can decrease the
cognitive dissonance between the social images in advertisements and the viewers’
perception of themselves. In other words, because adults know that advertisers present
images of attractive and intelligent people in order to persuade their audience to buy the
product, adults can internalize that people in real life who use the respective product may not
be nearly as attractive or intelligent as the advertisement insinuates. Adults are better able to
maintain the perception of themselves as attractive or intelligent without being motivated to
buy the advertised good. The fundamental difference between children’s and adults’ abilities
to understand advertisers’ persuasive intent supports the arguments that advertisements
directed toward children may be inherently manipulative and socially inefficient. Moreover,
children’s psychological vulnerability to targeted advertising suggests that the removal of
these advertisements should eventually result in a significant decrease in consumption and
demand for toys.

2.7. Habit Formation and Consumer Change

Cognitive dissonance theory implies that humans generally like to behave in ways that
confirm their previous behaviors (Festinger, 1962). Perkins et al. (1991) expanded on the idea
that humans are motivated to act and interpret information that “makes-sense” in the context
of previous behavior and beliefs:
Indeed, because further examination of an issue might produce contrary evidence and
diminish or cloud the sense of one's first pass, there is probably reinforcement for
early closure to reduce the possibility of cognitive dissonance.
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As such, humans develop habits due to their comfort in repeating ways in which they acted in
the past. Children that were exposed to advertisements for the first part of their childhood
may find comfort in repeating their previous consumption behavior. Often, the greater the
psychological commitment (e.g., repetition, time, or money spent) on a certain behavior, the
greater the “magnitude of dissonance” associated with deviating from the behavior
(Festinger, 1962). This psychological theory explains why consumption habits may be
persistent and why purchasing decisions may not immediately change in response to the
regulation of advertising.
Children in Quebec had peers and older siblings that likely also developed consumer
habits. As discussed by Pastine and Pastine (2002), children take comfort in referencing their
purchasing behavior to that of their peers. Children who grew up for a greater number of
years with the ban in place had less time to develop certain consumer habits and generally
interacted with less “commercialized” peers and older siblings. Consequently, when
advertisements directed at youth were banned in 1980, consumer habits likely did not
immediately change. I predict the CPA caused consumption of toys to decrease gradually in
Quebec as compared with Ontario. Further, I predict that the difference between the
provinces increased until 1992 and then leveled off at the point in time in which every child
under the age of 12 in Quebec had spent their entire lives under the CPA.
Furthermore, the persistence of consumer habits may vary across toy consumers.
Children who purchase toys frequently and spend much on toys may have a greater
psychological commitment to their consumption behavior as compared with children who
purchase toys less frequently and spend less overall. If this is the case, I expect that the big
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spenders on toys were slower to change their consumption behavior following the
introduction of the CPA as compared with smaller spenders.

2.8. Previous Empirical Work on CPA

The empirical aspect of the current paper focuses on the impact of Quebec’s CPA on
household consumption of toys. Goldberg (1990) studied the CPA and revealed that Englishspeaking children (less affected by the ban due to their ability to watch American
Commercial TV) in Montreal were able to recognize significantly more toy brands as
compared with French-speaking children (affected by the ban). Goldberg explains (1990),
“For toys, the expectation was that reduced exposure to commercials would leave children
unaware of the toys and thus less able to pressure their parents to buy them. The law seems to
have been effective in this context”. Nevertheless, Goldberg (1990) only predicts that the
CPA curbed toy expenditures, but does not specifically test this hypothesis. The current study
tests the hypothesis that banning advertisements directed toward children decreased
household toy consumption.
Dhar and Baylis (2012) tested how the CPA affected household expenditures on fast
food between the provinces. They utilized a triple difference-in-difference model comparing
Anglophone and Francaphone households, with and without children, in Quebec and Ontario.
They concluded that the Quebec market experienced a statistically significant 13% decrease
in weekly propensity to consume fast food as a result of the introduction of the CPA. Thus,
the ban apparently had a significant effect on consumption in Quebec’s fast-food industry.
While Dhar and Baylis (2012) used a similar approach to estimate the effect of the ban,
comparing Quebec and Ontario, they did not use data before the ban (pre-1980) - a limiting
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factor for a natural experiment. They also did not examine changes over time in expenditures
after the ban was implemented, nor differential effects of the ban on different types of
spenders. Furthermore, fast food and toys are different types of goods (non-durable and
durable, respectively) associated with different consumption patterns, and as such, the current
study is the first to test how banning advertisements to children affected consumption of toys.
The current study is one of the first to use a “natural experiment” to test how
advertising may affect purchasing behavior in an industry in which peer effects in
consumption are likely to be important. More specifically, this is the first study to test the
effect of banning advertisements directed toward children on household purchasing decisions
using pre- and post- ban data. The current study expands on the work of Goldberg (1990) and
Dhar and Baylis (2012) to test whether the CPA affected household expenditures on toys.
The study is the first to apply Dixit and Norman’s (1978) and Pastine and Pastine’s (2002)
models to Quebec’s toy industry to show how regulation of advertising to children may result
in an increase in economic welfare. Finally, the study is the first to analyze how a ban on
targeted advertising may affect small spenders and big spenders differently, and the first to
relate this result to the emerging behavioral economics literature on habit formation and
framing effects.

3. DATA

Statistics Canada’s Survey of Family Expenditures (FamEx) is used for the current
study. The survey was originally conducted to provide information about the socioeconomic
living conditions within Canada and to produce Canada’s Consumer Price Index. The FamEx
survey was collected via interviews. Respondents answered questions pertaining to the
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geographic, demographic, and economic status of their households. Interviewers completed
an expenditure record for each household on a detailed schedule. The interviewer collected
information covering the household’s entire budget, including expenditures, incomes, and
changes in assets and debts. Thus, the unit of observation is a Canadian household in a
specific year – each with responses to over 200 questions regarding their socioeconomic
status.
Because the FamEx survey was used for Canada’s Consumer Price Index, the data
went through a thorough error detection process prior to publication. The process occurred
over several stages – preliminary edits occurred in the field, second computer edits were
performed in the regional office, and final edits were performed in the head office. The head
office additionally performed imputations for missing or inconsistent data. In 1997, the
FamEx survey was absorbed into the Survey of Household Spending.
The data are cross-sectional. Statistics Canada interviewed a different sample of the
Canadian population each year the survey was conducted. The current study uses the
responses to questions on annual expenditures on toys, games, and hobby equipment as the
dependent variable of the analysis. One potential limitation of the current data is
measurement of the dependent variable which includes expenditures on all games, toboggans,
sleds, and other hobby equipment that were likely often purchased and used by much older
consumers (potentially older than 17). Quebec consumers that may have been unaffected by
the CPA may have continued to buy advertised goods (including relatively more expensive
items such as toboggans) that are included in the dependent variable. As a result, there may
be increased unexplained variation of the dependent variable. In the current paper, although
the dependent variable is technically expenditure on toys, games, and hobby equipment, this
variable will be referred to as toy expenditures.
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Survey data was used for years 1974, 1984, 1986, 1990, and 1992. Years 1978 and
1982 were not included in the model because expenditure data on “toys, games, and hobby
equipment” were not collected in those years. The survey included significantly fewer
categories of expenditures during 1978 and 1982 for undisclosed reasons. Table 2 provides an
abbreviated list of variable definitions from the model (See Appendix A for the full list of
definitions). Only having one year of data before the ban (1974) was implemented in 1980
poses a limitation to the current analysis. Ideally, having multiple years before 1980 would
allow for trends in the data to be identified before the policy’s implementation (ensuring
potentially abnormal expenditures in 1978 would be accounted for). Data were only used for
households in either Quebec or Ontario (as these were the only two provinces used in the
current study). 38 households that did not state their education level were dropped. The
survey counts number of people in a household by the number of person weeks for each
member because this provides a basis for identifying and allowing for partial household
membership, and weighting each member by the number of weeks per year present in the
househould.6 This variable counts the household composition by the number of weeks
individuals are in the household throughout the year. That is, the number divided by 52 yields
year equivalent persons, which is used in determining average household size.

Table 2 – Variable Descriptions
Variable Name

Description

adjToys

Annual expenditures on toys, sleighs, toboggans
and children’s vehicles, games and hobby

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
For example, if a family has three members that live in the house full time, the number of
person weeks a member is 156. Or take a household that has two adults that live there full
time and has one child that only spends half the year in this household; the number of person
weeks a member would be 130 (i.e., 52+52+26).
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equipment (adjusted for inflation to Canadian
dollars in 2002)
quebec

Dummy: household in Qubec=1, household in
Ontario=0

child
year84

Dummy: at least one child under 13 =1, no
children under 13 =0
Dummy: Data in 1984=1, all other years=0

year86

Dummy: Data in 1986=1, all other years=0

year90

Dummy: Data in 1990=1, all other years=0

year92

Dummy: Data in 1992=1, all other years=0

cpaQUEBEC_84

Interaction: quebec* year84

cpaQUEBEC_86

Interaction: quebec* year86

cpaQUEBEC_90

Interaction: quebec* year90

cpaQUEBEC_92

Interaction: quebec* year92

Quebec_84_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year84*child

Quebec_86_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year86*child

Quebec_90_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year90*child

Quebec_92_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year92*child

educationallevel

adjIncome

Coded such that:
1 = Less Than 9 Years of Elementary Education
2 = Some or Completed Secondary Education
3 = Some Post-secondary Education
4 = Post-secondary Certificate or Diploma
5 = University Degree
6 = Not stated (dropped)
Annual income before taxes (adjusted for
inflation to Canadian dollars in 2002); includes
wages and salaries, income from
self-employment, investment income,
government transfer, payments, miscellaneous
income
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The monetary variables such as expenditures on toys, games, and hobby equipment,
income before taxes, and income before taxes of the spouse were all adjusted for inflation in
each province, and indexed to Canadian dollars in 2002. This allowed for any provincespecific differences in inflation between Quebec and Ontario to be controlled for in the
regression analysis.
The current study also excluded all data from households that did not have children 17
or under. The CPA restricted advertising directed at children under the age of thirteen. The
current analysis includes households with children up to 17 in order to account for the
possibility that the CPA may have also affected households with older children.
In order to mitigate the impact of the larger household purchases, the dependent
variable used in the main regressions was the natural log of expenditures on toys, games, and
hobby equipment. Using the natural log allowed for households that may disproportionately
skew the estimates due to their large values (e.g., one household spent $43,189), to have less
of a weight on the estimated coefficients.
A variable indicating a household’s primary language may be important to include
when comparing a predominantly Francophone province to a predominantly Anglophone
province. However, this variable was not statistically or economically significant when
included in the regression.7
Table 3 and Figure 1 present average toy expenditures by province and year, Table 4
presents summary statistics of interest corresponding to the respective variables (see
Appendix A for full summary statistics) and Table 6 presents the correlations between those
variables (see Appendix A).
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!See the discussion section for further information regarding this excluded variable (p. 6061)!
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Table 3 – Average Toy Expenditures Per Capita by Province and Year
AdjToys
Time
1974
1984
1986
1990
1992

Ontario
213.4392
416.2
418.2636
742.6904
597.7679

Quebec
142.3372
327.4297
311.1277
406.7384
344.8192

Figure 1 – Average Toy Per Capita Expenditures by Province and Year

Table 4 – Summary Statistics
Households in Quebec
adjToys
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
age
agespouse
sex (as % female)
weeksworkedfull_time
weeksworkedpart_time
weeksworkedfull_timespouse

Mean
259.04
42918.86
12035.98
38.66
30.11
20%
39.84
1.71
14.11

Median
113.12
39019.32
4673.11
38.00
34.00
N/A
52.00
0.00
0.00

SD

Min

489.88
26138.57
16060.62
8.54
15.60
N/A
19.76
8.21
21.19

0.00
0.00
-14570.44
20.00
0.00
N/A
0.00
0.00
0.00

Max
4907.88
255897.40
222863.80
76.00
67.00
N/A
52.00
52.00
52.00
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weeksworkedpart_timespouse
Average household size (as number of
people)
year84 (as % of observations)
year86 (as % of observations)
year90 (as % of observations)
year92 (as % of observations)

4.96

0.00

3.84
11%
29%
11%
24%

4.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

13.48

0.00

52.00

1.00

11.00

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

SD

Min

645.98
28877.72
23391.41
8.74
15.32
N/A
19.53
10.54
23.66
14.12

0.00
-110576.90
-36899.04
20.00
0.00
N/A
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Max
4969.04
258538.70
281653.80
75.00
78.00
N/A
52.00
52.00
52.00
52.00

1.00

11.00

Households in Ontario
adjToys
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
age
agespouse
sex (as % female)
weeksworkedfull_time
weeksworkedpart_time
weeksworkedfull_timespouse
weeksworkedpart_timespouse
Average household size (as number of
people)
year84 (as % of observations)
year86 (as % of observations)
year90 (as % of observations)
year92 (as % of observations)

Mean
404.39
47405.82
19032.86
38.34
30.80
28.65%
40.35
2.87
20.07
5.56

Median
210.34
44516.18
11284.42
38.00
34.00
N/A
52.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3.95
13 %
29 %
12 %
25 %

4.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4. ECONOMETRIC MODELS

4.1. The Difference-in-Differences Model

Difference-in-differences estimators are a common econometric tool for estimating
the effect of a policy or program. The basic difference-in-differences approach compares two
groups over two time periods. A treatment will be applied to one group in the second time
period but not in the first time period. The other (control) group will not be affected by the
treatment in either the first or second period. The average gain from the first to the second
time period in the dependent variable for the control group is subtracted from the average
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gain in the treatment group. This difference in differences is the estimated effect of the
treatment. David Card and Orley Ashenfelter (1985) originally introduced difference-indifferences to measure the effect of government training programs on participant earnings. In
1994, David Card and Alan Krueger published their seminal paper that used difference-indifferences to show how the New Jersey minimum wage hike affected fast-food employment
in New Jersey (the treatment group) compared to Pennsylvania (the control group).
The current study uses the difference-in-difference (DD) approach to test how
Quebec’s Consumer Protection Act (CPA), which banned commercial advertising directed
toward children, affected household toy expenditures in Quebec (the treatment group)
compared to Ontario (the control group). The average change in toy expenditures in Ontario
is subtracted from the concurrent average change in toy expenditures in Quebec after the
CPA was implemented to estimate an effect of the policy.
The current difference-in-differences model has two groups (Quebec and Ontario) and
five time periods (1974, 1984, 1986, 1990, & 1992). It is straightforward to extend the basic
difference-in-difference model to include more than two time periods. The equation at the
household level is

y igt = θ + λt βt + α g βg + λt ⋅ α g β + Z igt γ + uigt ,
(4.1)

€

where i indexes households, g indexes groups, and t indexes time. The natural log of the
annual toy expenditure (adjusted to Canadian dollars in 2002) of household i in group g and
year t is captured in the dependent variable,

. All time effects will be captured in

,
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which is a vector of dummy variables for time periods 1984, 1986, 1990 and 1992 (1974 is
left out).

is a dummy variable for Quebec, and

is a vector of control variables

including household income, education, employment status, and number of children for
household i in group g and year t . The variable of interest is the interaction between time
effects,

, and group effects,

. Unobserved errors will be picked up in error term,

.

The model’s constant is! ,!which equals the predicted logged toy expenditure for households
in 1974, in Ontario, when all control variables equal zero. βt and βg are coefficients that
represent the pure time effects and pure group effects, respectively, on the dependent
€
€
variable. We are interested in estimating the coefficient on the interaction term,

to understand how

. In order

is estimated, we briefly assume a simplified version of 4.1 that does

not include the vector of controls

such that

would be estimated as follows

(4.2)
where

is the natural log of average household toy expenditure in Quebec after the ban

is in place, in years 1984, 1986, 1990, and 1992.

is the natural log of average household

toy expenditure in Quebec before the ban is in place, in 1974.

is the natural log of

average household toy expenditures in Ontario after the ban is in place, in years 1984, 1986,
1990, and 1992, and

is the natural log of average toy expenditure in Ontario before the

ban is in place, in 1974. Hence, the difference in differences reveals an estimate of the effect
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the CPA had on the natural log of average household toy expenditures in Quebec. The first
hypothesis we draw from the literature predicts that Quebec’s ban on advertising to youth
would have resulted in decreased toy expenditures in Quebec compared to Ontario. This
hypothesis would be supported by a statistically significant negative value for

in the above

models (4.1 and 4.2).
More specifically, we are interested in estimating

,

,

, and

derived from a simplified version of 4.1 that does not include the vector of controls

(again,
)

such that

(4.3)

where

, i = Q,O and j = 84, 86, 90, and 92, is the natural log of average household toy

expenditure in Quebec and Ontario for the years 1984, 1986, 1990, and 1992.
,

, and

are separate estimators of the policy’s effect in 1984, 1986, 1990,

and 1992, respectively. Based on the literature on advertising and purchasing decisions, the
second hypothesis predicts a gradually increasing negative effect in the subsequent years
following the ban. That is, of the estimators detailed in 4.3,

,

,

, and

, each

subsequent year will show a greater negative effect than the previous year.
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The model assumes the error term is not correlated with the independent variables. In
order for this to be the case, all systematic changes in household toy expenditures must be
caused by the variables of interest (i.e., the policy effect interaction terms) and the vector of
control variables, and not the reverse Difference-in-difference models also assume that there
is no endogeneity of the intervention itself. In other words, the treatment group (in this case
Quebec) must have received the treatment (i.e. the CPA) due to completely exogenous
circumstances. For example, this assumption would be problematic if the Quebecois held
cultural norms that were increasingly anti-consumerist and the implementation of the CPA
was a consequence of increasing anti-consumerist support. If this were the case, the
difference-in-difference estimate would measure the effect of the CPA as well as the effect of
the growing anti-consumerist cultural norms on toy expenditures. However, there is no
evidence that this was the case, and thus, the treatment is assumed to be exogenous in the
current model.

4.2. The Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences Model

The CPA specifies that advertisements will be restricted if and only if they target
children under the age of thirteen. The FamEx survey includes data on the number of children
under 13 and the number over 12 in each household in each year. If the policy was successful
at only targeting children under the age of thirteen, then this age distinction allows for
additional control and treatment groups within Quebec; the CPA would be expected to affect
toy expenditures on children under 13, and have an insignificant effect on toy expenditures
on children over the age of 12. This distinction can be used in a difference-in-difference-indifference (DDD) model, which tests the robustness of the finding of an effect of the policy.
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For the DDD model, a third dummy variable is included in the regression,

,!which

indicates whether a household has at least one child under the age of 13. The DDD is an
expanded version of model 4.1 such that

y igta = θ + λt µt + α g µg + δ a µa + λt ⋅ α g µtg + λt ⋅ δ a µta + α g ⋅ δ a µga
+ λt ⋅ α g ⋅ δ a µ + Z igta γ + uigta ,
(4.4)

€

Now the variable of interest is the triple interaction term
interest,

.!The OLS estimate

, with the coefficient of

is measured as follows (again derived from a simplified

version of 4.4 that does not include the vector of controls

)

(4.5)
Subscript Q indicates households in Quebec, subscript O indicates households in Ontario,
subscript 1 indicates before the CPA (i.e., 1974), subscript 2 indicates after the CPA (i.e.,
1984,1986, 1990, and 1992), subscript Y indicates households with at least one child under
13 (i.e., “target age households”), and subscript N indicates households with no children
under 13 but at least one child between 13 and 17 (i.e., “non-target age households”). Thus,
the estimate starts with time changes in toy expenditure for target age households in Quebec,
then nets out time changes for target age households in Ontario, and then additionally nets out
the difference between Quebec and Ontario in time changes for non-target age households. In
addition to controlling for potential changes in toy expenditures across-provinces (as
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accomplished with the difference-in-differences model 4.1), the DDD controls for withinprovince changes in toy expenditures for households that should not be affected by the CPA
because their children are not in the targeted age group.
Presumably, if the CPA only affected exactly the group it targeted (i.e., children under
the age of thirteen), the individual policy effects only lasted as long as the child was under
13, and all other factors effecting toy expenditures were accounted for in the model, then the
difference in time changes of toy expenditures between provinces for non-target age
households should be minimal. That is, non-target age households (i.e., subscript N) in
Quebec and Ontario would have similar changes in toy expenditures (when controlling for
other factors). If this were the case, then the new estimate
resemble the previous estimate
magnitude compared to

since

from model 4.4 would closely

from model 4.1. Nonetheless,

would still be larger in

is averaged over the households with children under 13

and not those with children between 13 and 17.
Conversely, if the CPA did not exclusively affect children under the age of thirteen
and additionally caused older children in Quebec to buy fewer toys as well, then

may be

zero or positive. The latter prediction seems compelling due to the arbitrary nature of banning
advertisements toward children under the age of 13. Specifically, children over the age of
twelve may still watch programs and buy toys that the government declares to be targeting
children under the age of thirteen. If this were the case, then households without CPAtargeted children (i.e., subscript N) may have experienced decreased toy expenditures in
Quebec compared to Ontario as a result of the ban. Nevertheless, we still predict that changes
in toy expenditures between provinces were greater for target age households compared to
non-target age households. Specifically, the third hypothesis predicts that households in
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Quebec experienced a decrease in toy expenditures (compared to households in Ontario), but
households in Quebec with at least one child under 13 experienced a greater decrease in
expenditures (compared to households with only older children), resulting in a negative
estimate of

!

Again, we are interested in additionally allowing for heterogeneous policy effects in
the model, estimating

,

,

, and

by extending model 4.3 to the DDD application.

As explained in the literature review, if children grew up under the CPA, then their
consumption behavior may have been permanently affected. And as a result, in later years
such as 1990 and 1992, children above the age of twelve may have purchased significantly
fewer toys than their “commercialized” counterparts in Ontario. Specifically, in 1990 and
1992, the hypothesis is that there would be significantly more households in Quebec with
only children between 13-17 that may have had expenditures remained depressed by the
CPA’s long-lasting effects. In model 4.5, for non-target age households on the right side of
the equation (i.e., subscript N), the difference between provinces will become more negative
over time, resulting in a greater positive impact on the

. As a result, we predict the DDD

model to estimate diminishing negative effects over time. Specifically, we expect
to be slightly negative, but

and

and

to be zero.

A robustness check, often referred to as a “placebo test”, is additionally utilized. The
three econometric models are unchanged except a new dependent variable is used that should
not be affected by the CPA. All the models will be used again, however, with boys and girls
clothes as the dependent variable because children’s clothes are a necessity that is rarely
advertised to children. Consequently, the ban on advertising to children should not have an
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effect on children’s clothing purchases. So we expect the coefficients on the variables of
interest in the “placebo” DD, “placebo” quantile DD, and “placebo” DDD estimations to not
be statistically significant. This would provide support that there are not endogenous changes
occurring in the market for children’s goods that are not accounted for in the current
econometric models.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Difference-in-Differences Results

The difference-in-differences model (4.1) is used to test for an effect of the CPA on
toy expenditures. As previously explained, we are interested in measuring the coefficient, β,
of the interaction between the Quebec dummy and the year after the ban is in place. β can be
interpreted as the difference in the natural log of toy expenditures between Quebec and
Ontario, between the years after (i.e.,1984, 1986, 1990, and 1992) and before (i.e.,1974) the
CPA was implemented (while controlling for changes caused by the vector of control
variables including household income, education, employment status, and number of
children). The β is the treatment effect - a measure of the CPA’s effect on household toy
expenditures in Quebec.
The dependent variable will be measured in logs so the treatment effect can easily be
interpreted as an average percentage change in toy expenditures. This treatment effect is
calculated as
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(5.1)
The model estimate uses 4755 observations roughly evenly distributed over the five
years. The sample of Canadian households is limited to households with at least one child 17
or younger.
The adjusted R-squared of 0.16 is implies that the independent variables included in
the model account for approximately 16% of the variation in the dependent variable. In other
words, after accounting for household income, education, employment status, number of
children, and the variables measuring the CPA’s effect, 84% of the variation in toy
expenditures remains unexplained.
Table 5 reports the results of the variables of interest for the difference-indifferences estimate (the complete regression results including the controls can be found in
Appendix B). The only statistically significant variable of interest is cpaQUEBEC_92 (t = 3.21; p < .01). There is over a 5% probability that the values of the coefficients on the
variables of interest, cpaQUEBEC_84 (t = -1.34; p > .05), cpaQUEBEC_86 (t = -.09; p
>.05), and cpaQUEBEC_90 (t =-.93; p > .05), are due to random variation of the dependent
variable. Using equation 5.1, the coefficient on cpaQUEBEC_92, β = -0.328, can be
interpreted as follows; the CPA caused an average 28.0% decrease in toy expenditures for
households affected by the CPA (in 1992 and in Quebec) compared to households unaffected
by the CPA (in 1974 and/or in Ontario). That is, by 1992, the CPA caused an estimated
28.0% decrease in toy expenditures in Quebec. Using logged toy expenditures as the
dependent variable means that the estimated coefficients on the variables of interest are
interpreted as the percentage change in spending as opposed to a change in the nominal value.
This allows for the economic significance of the change in spending to be apparent in the
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value of the β. In this case, the percentage change in toy expenditure of 28.0% in 1992 is
clearly economically significant.
The result provides partial support for our hypothesis. We predicted a gradually
increasing statistically significant negative effect in the subsequent years following the ban.
Instead, the effect does not become statistically significant until 12 years after it is in place.
While the coefficients for cpaQUEBEC_84, cpaQUEBEC, and cpaQUEBEC_90 are not
significant, the hypothesis is partially supported because each estimate is negative.
Specifically, our hypothesis predicted that in 1992 the effect would be greatest, and this is
supported by the empirical result (β = -0.328; t = -3.21; p < .01).

Table 5 – Difference-in-Differences Regression Results
AdjToysLn
β

t

cpaQUEBEC_84

-0.16

-1.34

cpaQUEBEC_86

-0.087

-0.9

cpaQUEBEC_90

-0.118

-0.93

cpaQUEBEC_92

-0.328

-3.21**

3.984

46.41**

Constant

Observations
4755
R-squared
0.16
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level

!
!
!
5.2. Quantile Regression Results
!
!
Quantile regression analysis is used to further examine the heterogeneity of the CPA’s
effect on household toy consumption. The previous regressions relied on the method of least
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squares, using estimates of the conditional means of the dependent variable. Quantile
regressions estimate the respective effects of the independent variables on conditional
quantiles of the dependent variable. For the current analysis, quantile regression analysis
reveals the effect of the CPA at different levels in the distribution of household toy
expenditures. For example, when using a 10% quantile regression, the variables of interest
reveals the effect of the CPA on households that have relatively low annual toy expenditures.
In contrast, the 90% quantile regression reveals the effect of the CPA on households with
relatively high annual toy expenditures. The quantile regressions allow for a more
comprehensive analysis of the CPA’s effect on household consumption of toys.
Table 6 reports the results of the quantile regressions (the complete regression results
including the controls can be found in Appendix B). For the 10% quantile regression (see
q(.1)), cpaQUEBEC_84 (t = -2.35, p < 0.5) is the only one statistically significant policy
effect. The coefficient for cpaQUEBEC_84, β = -.516, can be interpreted (again, using
equation 5.1) such that the tenth percentile household toy expenditure is 40.3% less (while
accounting for the vector of control variables) for households affected by the CPA (i.e., in
1984 and in Quebec), compared to unaffected households (i.e., in 1974 and/or in Ontario).
That is, by 1984, at the tenth percentile of household toy expenditure, the CPA caused an
approximate 40.3% decrease in toy expenditures in Quebec
For the first quartile (see q(.25)) regression, cpaQUEBEC_84 (t = -2.61, p < 0.01),
cpaQUEBEC_86 (t = -2.96, p < .01), and cpaQUEBEC_92 (t = -3.92, p < .01) revealed
economically and statistically significant estimates. The coefficient for cpaQUEBEC_84, β =
-.445, can be interpreted such that the first quartile household toy expenditure is 35.9% less
(while accounting for the vector of control variables) for households affected by the CPA
(i.e., in 1984 and in Quebec), compared with unaffected households (i.e., in 1974 and/or in
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Ontario). Put simply, by 1984, at the first quartile of household toy expenditures, the CPA
caused an approximate 35.9% decrease of toy expenditures in Quebec. The coefficients for
cpaQUEBEC_86, β = -.408, and for cpaQUEBEC_92, β = -.56, are interpreted similarly to
cpaQUEBEC_84. At the first quartile, in 1986, the CPA caused an approximate 33.5%
decrease in toy expenditures and in 1992, the CPA caused an approximate 42.9% decrease in
toy expenditures.
For the median regression, the only statistically significant estimated effect is for
cpaQUEBEC_92 (t = -3.53; p < .01). The coefficient for cpaQUEBEC_92, β = -0.402, is
interpreted such that the median household toy expenditure is 33.1% less for households
affected by the CPA (i.e., in 1992 and in Quebec), compared to unaffected households (i.e., in
1974 and/or in Ontario). For cpaQUEBEC_84, cpaQUEBEC_86, and cpaQUEBEC_90, there
is over a 5% probability (p > .05) that the estimated effect of the CPA is due to random
variation in toy expenditures.
For the third quartile, there are no statistically significant estimated effects of the
CPA. There is over a 5% probability (p > .05) that the values of the coefficients on
cpaQUEBEC_84, cpaQUEBEC_86, cpaQUEBEC_90, and cpaQUEBEC_92 are due to
random variation in household toy expenditure.
Finally, for the 90% quantile regression, the only statistically significant estimated
effect is for cpaQUEBEC_92 (t = -2.62; p < .05). The coefficient on cpaQUEBEC_92, β = .555, can be interpreted such that the 90th percentile of household toy expenditure is 42.6%
less for households affected by the CPA (i.e., in 1992 and in Quebec) compared to
households unaffected by the CPA (in 1974 and/or in Ontario). Hence, the model predicts
that in 1992, at the 90th percentile of toy expenditures, the CPA caused a 42.6% decrease in
toy expenditures in Quebec. Again, for cpaQUEBEC_84, cpaQUEBEC_86, and
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cpaQUEBEC_90, there is over a 5% (p >.05) probability that the estimated coefficients are
due to random variation in the dependent variable.
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Table 6 – Quantile Difference-in-Differences Regression Results
!
q(.1)

q(.25)

AdjToysLn
q(.5)
β
t
-0.16
-1.18

cpaQUEBEC_84

β
-0.516

t
-2.35*

β
-0.445

t
-2.61**

cpaQUEBEC_86

-0.028

-0.16

-0.408

-2.96**

-0.146

cpaQUEBEC_90

0.007

0.03

-0.305

-1.76

cpaQUEBEC_92

-0.405

-2.2

-0.56

2.343

15.47**

3.2

Constant

q(.75)
β

q(.9)
t

-0.1

-0.63

β
0.047

t

-1.32

-0.014

-0.11

-0.088

-0.43

-0.136

-0.98

-0.129

-0.8

-0.221

-0.86

-3.92**

-0.402

-3.53**

-0.19

-1.43

-0.555

-2.62*

27.21**

4.013

42.80**

5.004

45.78**

5.437

31.17**

0.18

Observations
4755
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level
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5.3. Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences Results
As discussed above, to potentially increase the precision of our result and to test its
robustness, we additionally used a difference-in-difference-in-differences (DDD) estimate.
The model relies on the CPA’s arbitrary distinction that the ban would only regulate
advertisements targeting children under the age of 13. If this were the case, then only
households with children in that age group would be affected. As explained by model 4.4,
using households with children under the age of 13 and households with children between 13
and 17 as additional treatment and control groups may allow for an additional level of
precision to the model. However, we predicted that toy consumption of households with
children between 13 and 17 would experience increasingly negative effects on consumption
as years pass after the CPA was implemented. In other words, we predicted that the
assumption that households with children between 13 and 17 will be unaffected by the CPA
would start to become increasingly less likely for the later years after 1980. This is because
we predicted the CPA to have long-term effects on curbing consumption. Consequently, we
predicted small negative coefficients, µ, on Quebec_84_binaryunder13 and
Quebec_86_binaryunder13, but zero or positive coefficients on Quebec_90_binaryunder13
and Quebec_92_binaryunder13.
The model again uses 4755 observations, and the adjusted R-squared remains at 0.16
(compared to the DD estimate). The negligent change in the adjusted R-squared reveals that
the new model does not significantly increase the extent to which our estimated policy
variables and control variables explain the variation in household toy consumption.
Nevertheless, the DDD model allows for a more detailed analysis of how the policy affected
different age groups over time.
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Table 7 reports the results for the variables of interest of the DDD estimate (the
complete regression results including the controls can be found in Appendix B). The only
statistically significant result is for Quebec_84_binaryunder13 (t = -2.57; p < .05). The
coefficient, µ = -.88, on this variable of interest can be interpreted such that households
affected by the CPA (in 1984, with children under 13, and in Quebec) experienced an average
58.5% less household toy expenditures compared to households unaffected by the ban (in
1974, with children between 13 and 17, and/or in Ontario). The result suggests that within
four years of the implementation of the CPA, the policy caused an estimated drop of 58.5% in
household toy consumption in Quebec. Quebec_86_binaryunder13,
Quebec_90_binaryunder13, and Quebec_92_binaryunder13 are not statistically significant
(p > .05), suggesting the policy may have affected households with older children in later
years.
The results again partially support my hypotheses. Contrary to our prediction,
Quebec_86_binaryunder13 is not economically or statistically significant. Further,
Quebec_84_binaryunder13 does not have a partial negative effect, but instead, a relatively
large negative effect, µ = -.88. Nevertheless, our hypothesis is supported by the statistically
significant negative coefficient for Quebec_84_binaryunder13 (t = -2.57; p < .05).
Furthermore, our hypothesis gains partial support due to the lack of statistically significant
effects in 1990 and 1992. For Quebec_90_binaryunder13 and Quebec_92_binaryunder13,
there is over a 5% probability (p > .05) that any estimated effect is due random variation in
the dependent variable. The possible reasons for the empirical results will be examined in the
following discussion section.
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Table 7 – Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences Regression Results
!
AdjToysLn

µ

t

Quebec_84_binaryunder13

-0.88

-2.57*

Quebec_86_binaryunder13

-0.011

-0.04

Quebec_90_binaryunder13

-0.504

-1.45

Quebec_92_binaryunder13

-0.143

-0.5

4.01

46.82**

Constant

Observations
4755
R-squared
0.17
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1% level
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5.4. Robustness Check “Placebo” Tests
The three econometric models were also used with expenditures on girls’ clothes and
expenditures on boys’ clothes as dependent measures. We predicted that all the coefficients
of interest should not be significant in these “Placebo” tests because the ban on advertising to
children should not affect expenditures on goods that are not advertised to children (in this
case, children’s clothes). This was the case, revealing for each model well over a 5%
probability (p > 0.05) that any estimated effect of the CPA was due to random variation in
clothing expenditures.
!
6. DISCUSSION

The discussion section explains the effect of Quebec’s CPA on household
expenditures. Specifically, we were interested in how the ban on advertising to children
affected household expenditures on toys. In addition to studying this question through
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empirical analysis, we apply a theoretical model to predict how the change in consumer
behavior may have affected economic welfare in the toy industry. Finally, we discuss the
incidental effects of the CPA as well as the implications of the current study in the context of
behavioral economics and public policy.

6.1. Empirical Evidence of Consumer Change

The main empirical result reveals that the CPA likely caused a significant change in
consumer behavior in Quebec. There is evidence that banning advertisements directed toward
children resulted in significantly less household toy consumption in Quebec. For a
representative sample of households in Quebec, the CPA caused an estimated ~28% decrease
in toy expenditures by 1992. This provides support for our main hypothesis that banning
advertisement to children would curb household expenditures on toys. Furthermore, the
empirical result aligns with the psychological theories presented in the literature review that
led us to the main hypothesis; advertising to children may motivate higher levels of
consumption as explained by theories such as cognitive dissonance.
The quantile regression results revealed that the CPA had heterogeneous effects
across households. For households that spent relatively small amounts on toys each year (in
the first quartile), the CPA had relatively immediate and persistent effects on consumption in
Quebec. For Quebec households at the 25th percentile, the CPA likely caused a ~36%
decrease in toy expenditure in 1984, a ~34% decrease in 1986, and a ~43% decrease in 1992.
Those that spend less on toys may have less deeply engrained consumption habits. As a
result, their expenditures may be more dependent on immediate changes in environmental
cues, such as restricted exposure to targeted advertisements.
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Conversely, for individuals who spend a significant amount on toys (in the 90th
percentile), the CPA had gradual, but significant effects on expenditures. At the 90th
percentile of households, the CPA did not cause a significant effect on expenditures until at
least 10 years after the ban was implemented. Nonetheless, in 1992, the CPA caused an
estimated ~43% decrease in expenditure in Quebec at the 90th percentile. For individuals that
spend relatively large amounts on toys, removing advertising exposure does not change shortterm consumption. Nevertheless, extended non-exposure to advertisements eventually causes
the consumption of even the big spenders to decrease.
There is further evidence that the CPA affected toy consumption of more individuals
than it was intended to protect. The CPA was meant to ban advertising directed at children
under the age of 13. We originally formulated the difference-in-difference-in-differences
model to use this distinction to add precision to the estimated effect. Nevertheless, the model
revealed that the age distinction was arbitrary; older individuals also had toy expenditures
curbed by the CPA in Quebec. One potential reason is that the advertisements that were
banned were actually targeting children at a range of ages, some of whom were older than 12.
If this were the case, the DDD model would reveal insignificant results for all the years
following the ban. Nevertheless, this is not exactly what occurred. The model predicted a
large ~59% decrease as a result of the ban in 1984, but no effect in the following years.
A more plausible explanation for this finding is that children who spent a greater
number of years under the CPA may have experienced curbed consumption even after they
entered their late teens into a market with unrestricted advertising. Consequently, six, ten, and
twelve years after the ban is in place, toy consumption is curbed for households with children
between 13 and 17, and consequently, the DDD model does not reveal more precise
estimations of the CPA’s effect. The gradual, long-term change in consumption due to the
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removal of advertising targeting children from the toy industry is a unique result that should
be further studied in the context of economic and psychological theory.
Additionally, “Placebo” tests are used to check the robustness of the econometric
estimations of the CPA. Each “placebo” models’ estimates reveal the CPA did not have
statistically or economically significant policy effects on expenditures on children’s clothes
(a good that is a necessity, but not typically advertised to children). The lack of significance
reveals the current estimates are not simply picking up trends in the general market for
children’s goods. The “placebo” tests provide support that the policy effect estimates from
the econometric models may be, in fact, measuring the effect of the CPA.

6.2. The Peer Effect and Gradual Consumption Change

In response to the CPA, Quebec households did not on average significantly change
their toy expenditures for over ten years. One potential reason for this gradual result is due to
habit formation. Individuals often interpret new information and behave in ways that confirm
previous beliefs and behavior (Festinger, 1962). Habits form often as a result of the
psychological ease of affirming previous decisions with future choices (Perkins et al., 1991).
The more repeated and ingrained a behavior is, the more discomfort occurs as a result of
deviating from this behavior. This, in and of itself, helps to explain why the removal of
advertising targeting children may not change consumption behavior immediately. The
theory is particularly relevant in light of the quantile regression results; for those that repeat
their consumption behavior frequently (i.e., the big spenders on toys), it may take
significantly longer to break from this consumption habit.
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The peer effect further helps to explain why consumer change may have been gradual.
Pastine and Pastine (2002) argue that advertising often attempts to persuade the audience that
others will be buying the goods as well. As children are particularly susceptible to social
pressure, advertisements that coordinate their social expectations are highly effective. The
peer effect theory is predicated on the assumption that children derive satisfaction from
purchasing similar goods to their peers. Extending the theory slightly further, it is possible
that children’s propensity to consume a bundle of goods (such as toys) is also derived from
referencing their purchasing decisions to their peers. In other words, individuals’ purchasing
decisions are not only based on which brands their peers are buying, but also on how much of
that category of good their peers are buying. The CPA banned advertising that coordinated
expectation, ensuring that children actors could not appear or speak in advertisements
directed toward children. Because advertising no longer could coordinate purchasing
expectations, the peer effect at least partially explains the decrease in toy expenditure
following the CPA.
Children that grew up for the first part of their childhood being exposed to
advertisements may have had deeply engrained habits that did not change due to the CPA’s
implementation. Consequently, in the years following the CPA, younger individuals may
have referenced their expenditures to their older “commercialized” peers. Although post-CPA
advertisements could not affect their purchasing, the children may have still referenced their
expenditure patterns to older individuals that had purchasing behavior that was deeply
affected by advertising. Nevertheless, as more children spent their entire lives under the CPA,
there slowly became an increasing number of children that grew up without reference to the
expenditures of peers directly affected by unregulated advertising. As this trend occurred, we
would expect toy expenditure to have decreased gradually as more time passed after the CPA
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was implemented. This theory further explains the delayed effect observed in the empirical
result. It is not until 1992 that there is an observed effect of the CPA, estimating a ~28%
decrease in expenditure resulting from the ban. At this point, every household targeted by the
CPA only had children that lived their entire lives under the CPA.

6.3. The Peer Effect and Welfare In Quebec’s Toy Industry

The peer effect of advertising suggests that banning advertising to children could
improve consumer welfare. If advertising to children serves as a coordination mechanism that
increases demand for toys in a completely non-informative manner, the implementation of
the CPA would remove this mechanism, allowing for lower levels of consumption. Assuming
children’s level of utility resulting from their toy expenditure is derived from referencing
their expenditure to their peers and all children experience the same depressed demand due to
the CPA, the decrease in demand for toys will not necessarily cause a decrease in satisfaction
for consumers. Hence, the CPA may have allowed for toy consumers to be equally satisfied,
while consuming fewer toys for a lower price (in the post-CPA market compared to the preCPA market).
Suppose that advertisements directed toward children are manipulating consumer
preferences in a non-informative matter, creating demand through peer effects. Under this
assumption we can use a modified version of the Dixit and Norman (1978) model to
investigate the welfare effect of banning advertising at children under the CPA. Because the
CPA only banned advertising directed at children, toys could still be advertised to adults
(often the eventual buyer). Prior to the CPA, the demand curve for toys in the industry
includes advertising to children and is represented by D0 in Figure 2. After the effects of the
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CPA have been realized in consumer behavior there would be an inward shift in demand to
D1, reflecting the absence of non-informative, persuasive advertising directed toward
children. Figure 2 is a hypothetical representation of what might have occurred in the toy
industry following the CPA, but should not be interpreted as empirically tested supply and
demand curves.
According to the arguments made by Quebec’s OPC and the literature on advertising
to children, prior to the CPA, advertising to children artificially inflated demand by taking
advantage of the psychological vulnerability of children. As the peer effect reveals, children
were likely to be as satisfied purchasing fewer toys for a lower price in the regulated (postCPA) toy market as compared with the unregulated market (pre-CPA). And consequently,
welfare will be measured with the post-CPA utility function at D0. This assumption implies
that consumers in a market with unregulated were essentially being deceived into spending
more than they would be willing to spend in a market with only informative advertising. If
the CPA actually only removed non-informative advertisements that coordinate expectation,
then the assumption to use the post-CPA utility function for welfare calculations is justified.
Figure 2 represents the shift in demand toy companies may have experienced
following the implementation of the CPA. Using a Cournot model, each firm in the industry
can be assumed to have a proportion of the industry’s producer surplus equal to their market
share.8 The graph is similar to Dixit and Normans’ original model (1978). However, in this
case demand shifts inward, moving from market with unregulated, often non-informative
advertising (without the CPA in place), D0, to regulated, informative advertising (with the
CPA), D1. Assuming children consumers were being manipulated through targeted
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
The Cournot model assumes that if firms have the same marginal cost, then firms’ share of
producer surplus [(p-c)/p] is equivalent to their market share over the industry’s elasticity of
demand [si/ε]
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advertisements into purchasing an excessive amount of goods at q0 for a higher price of P0,
the shift in demand caused by the CPA’s ban would result in a transfer of surplus from
producers to consumers. Before the regulation, consumer surplus is represented by areas 1-56. In other words, because consumers are expending more than their non-manipulated
preferences reveal, there is a negative consumer surplus represented by the areas - (5+6).
Under the assumption that advertising does not add value, areas 2+3 represent an increase in
willingness to pay without corresponding to increases in welfare (hence areas 2+3 are not part
of consumer surplus). After the regulation, consumer surplus is represented by area 1+4.
Thus, the net change in consumer surplus is positive in this case, represented by area 4+5+6.
Producers additionally lose area 7. Producers will likely spend less on advertising as a result
of the CPA, and thus, save an arbitrary amount S (not included in Figure 2) on advertising.
Thus, the net change in producer surplus is represented by S minus the area of 4+5+6+7 (i.e.,
S-4-5-6-7).
Using the modified version of Dixit and Norman represented in Figure 2, the total
change in welfare is represented by S-7. In this instance, the net change for society could be
positive (assuming S > area 7) whereas, the net change for producers is likely to be negative
(if S < area 4+5+6+7). According to this theory, the CPA may cause a decrease in demand
for toys, while increasing welfare. This theoretical analysis implies that if the CPA did in fact
result in a contraction of demand for toys (suggested by the decreased expenditure), the direct
effects of the CPA may still be economically optimal.
Alternatively, if the Dixit and Norman assumption that the post-CPA demand curve
should be used as a benchmark for welfare calculation is relaxed, the change in consumer
surplus is still ambiguous. Under this assumption, areas 4-2-3 represent the change in
consumer surplus. Thus, if 4 > 2 + 3 then consumer surplus may still increase. However, due
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to the non-informative, manipulative nature of advertising to children, using the Dixit and
Norman assumption may reflect a more accurate prediction of welfare changes caused by the
CPA.

Figure 2 – Modified Dixit and Norman Model Representing Toy Companies and the CPA

Recent literature in behavioral economics (Kahneman et al., 1997; Bernheim & Rangel,
2005; Bernheim & Rangel, 2009) has more precisely defined a framework to deal with utility
and welfare measurements in markets with non-standard decision makers. Kahneman et al.
(1997) made the valuable distinction between decision utility and experienced utility.
Decision utility refers to pure, choice maximization; if advertising effects consumption
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decisions, decision utility is inherently changed. Experienced utility refers to individuals’
experienced well being or longer-term satisfaction; increasing consumption does not
necessarily change experienced utility. If advertising influences purchasing decisions, but the
decisions are not actually coupled with children’s satisfaction, advertising alters individuals’
decision utility, but not their experienced utility. The literature on non-informative
advertising to children and the peer effect suggests that children’s willingness to pay for toys
with unregulated advertising may not reflect the level of satisfaction they derive from the
toys. Under this assumption, areas 2+3 represent the extent that manipulative advertising and
the peer effect increase children’s willingness to pay without changing their experienced
utility. The distinction between decision utility and experienced utility provides a valuable
framework to discuss consumption, public policy, and welfare.

6.4. The Incidental Effects of Advertising to Children

Banning advertising directed to children may have also had significant long-term
effects on the economic and social organization of Quebec. Considering that non-informative
advertising to children may have caused individuals to purchase a level of toy expenditure
greater than they actually needed to reach the same level of satisfaction, there may have been
an inefficient distribution of expenditures by consumers prior to the CPA. There is evidence
from Canada and the US that children spend a substantial amount of money every year.
Canadian children ages 2-12 spend a total of $1.5 billion of their own money and influence
their households to spend an additional $15 billion each year!!(Institut Vanier, 2002). In 2002,
American children 12 years or younger spent $28 billion, while influencing $250 billion of
family spending (Gunter et al., 2005). Thus, prohibiting advertisements directed toward youth
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may facilitate a shift away from child spending – freeing up more money for the family to
save or spend on other goods.
Advertising to children may also result in undesirable social outcomes. Advertising to
children, especially in the toy market, may affect sex-role stereotyping. Sex-role stereotyping
is the reinforcement of the expectation that males and females are supposed to act in certain
ways. Schwartz and Markham (1985) studied how toy advertisers present images of
traditional “boys toys” (e.g., trains) almost exclusively with male child actors and present
traditional “girl toys” (e.g., fashion dolls) almost exclusively with female child actors.
Furthermore, Rajecki et al. (1999) revealed that other aspects of the content and formatting
(such as the emotional appeals) of advertising directed toward children change depending on
the target gender of the audience, further reinforcing sex-role stereotypes. In addition to
instilling gender stereotypes, there is evidence that advertising to children also affects the
way in which children view themselves. Dittmar (2008) studied the way in which
“advertisements tell us that people are happy, worthwhile, and successful to the extent that
they have money, possessions, and the right image”. Dittmar (2008) has further argued that
this obsession with body image and materialism perpetuated by advertisements is highly
correlated with lower life satisfaction. Thus, prohibiting advertisements directed toward
children may limit early exposure to potentially harmful societal expectations, ubiquitous in
media and commercialism.
Finally, legislation such as the CPA is important from an environmental perspective.
By exposing children to advertisements at a young age, they are indoctrinated with the notion
that consumption is good, more is better. As Tim Jackson (2008) explains, “consuming
comes naturally to human kind. Restraint does not.” And as consumption patterns in
developing countries continue to converge with those of the developed world, the planet is
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headed toward arguably unsustainable levels of consumption, eventually resulting in
environmental and economic catastrophe (Diamond, 2008). Diamond believes the US and
developed world can remedy this issue without massive loss because “real sacrifice wouldn’t
be required, however, because living standards are not tightly coupled to consumption rates.
Much American consumption is wasteful and contributes little or nothing to quality of life”
(2008). Thus, it is important to establish policies that limit excessive consumption.

6.5. Habit Formation x Framing Effects: The Behavioral Economics Implications

The empirical result is especially pertinent to the field of behavioral economics.
Characteristics of advertisements (such as the techniques of targeting children) can be viewed
as environmental cues that frame decisions in ways that drastically affect consumption
outcomes. Bernheim & Rangel (2005) explain, “if advertising increases the likelihood and
size of mistakes by proliferating cues, restrictions on advertisements are potentially welfareimproving, particularly if their information content is small”. In this case, prior to the CPA,
advertisements included environmental cues that pushed children to purchase toys by
capitalizing on their psychological vulnerability (as described in the literature review). The
CPA removed these environmental cues, which resulted in significant short-term and longterm decreases in consumption of toys, likely improving welfare in the industry.
Nevertheless, the novel result of the current study is how habit formation interacts
with framing effects. Specifically, for big spenders on toys, after the removal of the
environmental cues that were targeting children, consumer behavior was not affected for at
least 10 years. Whereas, for small spenders, the change in framing resulted in persistent
decreased consumption within four years of the CPA’s implementation. Figure 3 provides an
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abstract visualization of the current result, where the areas under the curves represent
psychological commitment to purchasing toys.

Figure 3 – Psychological Commitment and the CPA

This result may be applicable across framing arguments. Behavioral economists often
focus on how individuals’ behavior is altered after the change in framing of an important
decision, but rarely focus on how their commitment to the said behavior before the framing
change may affect their propensity to change afterward. For example, Bertrand,
Mullainathan, & Shafir (2006) studied how to increase participation in welfare programs.
They cited reasons why participation was low including individuals’ lack of knowledge and
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understanding of the available programs, hassle costs associated with signing up, and
procrastination. They explore many ways that changing the framing of the decision to sign up
for welfare programs increases enrollment. Yet, what if individuals’ past prevalence of
making the decision to not sign-up helps explain their likelihood of participation following
the framing changes? That is, individuals who have been eligible for welfare for many years
and have often decided against signing up may have a strong psychological commitment to
continue this behavior. When the framing of the welfare sign up is changed, those with
greater psychological commitment to the behavior may be less affected by the change in
framing (compared to individuals that may be more recently eligible for welfare and have not
frequently decided against signing up). Thus, the interaction between habit formation and
framing effects reveals a theory that may be applicable across many behavioral economics
questions.
Policies that change the framing of a decision in order to decrease the prevalence of
some behavior could be more effective by targeting individuals with greater psychological
commitment to this behavior. To return to the welfare example, if the governments could
identify individuals that have been eligible for a long time and continually deny sign-up (with
high psychological commitment), they could target a population that may be the least likely
to sign-up despite the government’s new framing changes. Extra informational resources
could be diverted toward this population to increase participation among a group whose
behavior may otherwise remain unchanged. Thus, understanding how framing effects interact
with habit formation may have important policy implications.
For the current argument, the level of financial investment approximates
psychological commitment to a behavior. Yet it may also be possible that psychological
commitment may be determined by the length of time an individual has continued to make
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certain decisions. Who would have more deeply engrained consumption habits: children that
purchased toys for their entire childhood but only spend a moderate amount on toys (see
“Type 1 Consumer” in Figure 3) or children that only recently began purchasing toys but
spend substantial amounts on toys (see “Type 2 Consumer” in Figure 3)? Figure 4 illustrates
potential changes in purchasing behavior following the framing change for these two types of
consumers (where the areas under the curves still represent psychological commitment). Is
financial investment or commitment of time more indicative of individuals’ propensity to
change their behavior following the change in framing? Future studies could explore this
idea, developing a more comprehensive literature on how psychological commitments are
formed, and understanding the extent to which these habits constrict behavioral change.

Figure 4 – Time Vs. Financial Investment in Determining Psychological Commitment
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6.6. Limitations and Future Directions

Most of the limitations of the current study pertain to limited data accessibility. There
is a large time gap between the “before” time period and the “after” time period in the current
empirical analysis because the FamEx survey does not contain the necessary categories
included in the regression for years between 1974 and 1984. Consequently, the econometric
model assumes that all systematic changes in toy expenditures over the ten-year gap are due
to the CPA’s implementation in 1980. Furthermore, there is only one before-ban year, which
does not allow the regression to pick up any before-ban trends in toy expenditures. If data
were available on toy expenditures directly before and after 1980, analyzing a similar natural
experiment would allow for potentially a more precise estimation of policy effects.
There are other possible explanatory variables that could be relevant but are not
available. For example, television accessibility and usage would have been important to
control for, as this would likely be highly correlated with exposure to advertisements. If
households in Ontario began using more TVs after 1980 as compared with Quebec, there
could have been increased exposure to advertisements, partially explaining the estimated
policy effects. Language also seems like an obvious variable to include in the current model,
as Quebec is predominantly Francophone and Ontario is predominantly Anglophone.
Nevertheless, the inclusion of language did not increase the precision of the estimation.
Furthermore, the provincial language difference only improves the natural experiment
because media networks had almost entirely province-specific audiences. Consequently, after
regulating Quebec’s TV and radio, the Quebecois did not simply just begin watching
unregulated Ontario stations (as they were in English). Similarly, people living in Ontario
generally did not watch Quebec’s TV (as it was in French), and thus would not experience
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the effect of the CPA. Thus, although language was not included in the model, the provincial
difference served to isolate the treatment group in the natural experiment.
Future studies could examine the implications of the current results through the lens
of psychological experimentation. Specifically, the peer effect theory and toy consumption
would be interesting to examine in a lab setting. For example, two experimental groups of
child participants could be given a certain number of identical toys to play with and then one
group could be accompanied by peers with the same number of toys and another group could
be accompanied by peers with significantly more toys to play with. Then participants’ level
of satisfaction could be measured to reveal whether their utility is derived from the toys
themselves or from comparing their consumption to their peers.
Psychology studies could also examine habit formation and toy consumption. Two
groups of children could come into a lab on either a weekly or monthly basis. The children
would be shown a non-informative TV advertisement for a certain toy and given 10 dollars of
compensation to either purchase the toy or save the money. In the longitudinal study, say
after six months of experimentation, the advertisements will be removed, and the same
children will come in for another six months and still have the choice each time to spend the
ten dollars on a toy or save the money. It would be interesting to see if after the
advertisements are removed, the purchasing behavior of children who come in on a weekly
basis (and possibly have developed more deeply engrained consumption habits) take longer
to change consumption compared to the children who come in on a monthly basis. This
psychological study would help reveal a potential explanation of the quantile regression
results of the current study; big spenders may not change consumption behavior in response
to the removal of advertising because they have consistent, deeply engrained consumer
habits.
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There are also some supply-side questions unanswered by the current analysis.
Primarily, there were not corporate data that could control for industry responses to the CPA
that may affect the current regression results. Toy companies in Quebec may have shifted
advertising expenditures to Ontario in response to the CPA, and in response, Ontario could
have experienced a surge in advertising to children. If this were the case, our natural
experiment would not actually reveal the pure effect of the CPA on toy expenditures in
Quebec. Instead, the control group (Ontario) would experience endogenous change, and
consequently, the estimate would reveal the combined effect of the CPA and the advertising
changes in Ontario on toy consumption. Examining the CPA with consumer and industrial
data would allow for improved control of the policy effect in the regression.
Understanding the effect of the CPA on toy companies’ profits would have important
industrial organization implications as well. Although members of the toy industry predicted
that the CPA would cause significant losses for their companies prior to its implementation,
this may not have actually come to fruition. If the CPA caused firms to save the large cost of
advertising to children and the rest of their competitors experienced the same saved cost, the
new lower level of advertising equilibrium could have actually increased profits for all the
firms involved. This outcome could also be reached by industry-wide collusion (instead of by
government implemented ban), described by Dhar and Baylis (2012) as “voluntary industryled regulation”. A similar result was observed in the tobacco industry following the ban on
advertising of tobacco products in 1971 – profits actually increased for large firms as costs
decreased more than revenues (Farr et al., 2001; Mitchell & Mulherin, 1988). Studying how
profits changed for toy companies following the CPA would allow for a more complete view
of the ban’s effect on economic welfare and would allow for industrial implications that
could inform businesses on how to react to similar protection acts.
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Finally, the natural experiment pertains to a public policy implemented over thirty
years prior to the current analysis. The Internet was not yet invented, television and radio
barely resembled modern media, and the advertising industry was far less integrated into
every facet of the consumer’s life. Nevertheless, Quebec, Sweden, Norway, Greece, Austria,
and Belgium still maintain and enforce bans on advertisements directed toward children.
Future studies should examine whether the bans are still effective at curbing consumption for
the current generation of children that frequently use the Internet and social media.

To conclude, overconsumption has come to the forefront of discussions as a root
cause of both environmental and financial instability. The mindset of wanting more and more
has become a prevalent characteristic of the modern consumer. The Great Recession was a
repercussion of an economic system that incentivizes individuals to live beyond their means.
The policy responses to the financial crisis addressed some problems within financial
institutions but did not respond to many of the psychological mechanisms that led consumers
to widely purchase more than they could afford. Generally, citizens of developed nations,
especially Americans, have a distinct dissatisfaction with having less than their neighbors.
Ambitious consumer protection policy may be an effective long-term response, shifting the
next generations’ fundamental preferences away from more equals better. I hope the current
study, more than anything, catalyzes research to examine overconsumption from an
interdisciplinary perspective, to gain a deeper understanding of long-term consumer behavior,
and to create policy responses that may affect broad psychological change, resulting in
efficient economic outcomes.
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7. APPENDIX A
Appendix A includes a correlation matrix of all the dependent and independent
variables in the current model.
Table 8 – Variable Definitions (full list)
Variable Name

Description

adjToys

Annual expenditures on toys, sleighs, toboggans
and children’s vehicles, games and hobby
equipment (adjusted for inflation to Canadian
dollars in 2002)

adjToysLn

Natural Log of adjToys

quebec

Dummy: household in Qubec=1, household in
Ontario=0

child
year84

Dummy: at least one child under 13 =1, no
children under 13 =0
Dummy: Data in 1984=1, all other years=0

year86

Dummy: Data in 1986=1, all other years=0

year90

Dummy: Data in 1990=1, all other years=0

year92

Dummy: Data in 1992=1, all other years=0

cpaQUEBEC_84

Interaction: quebec* year84

cpaQUEBEC_86

Interaction: quebec* year86

cpaQUEBEC_90

Interaction: quebec* year90

cpaQUEBEC_92

Interaction: quebec* year92

year84_binaryunder13

Interaction: year84*child

year86_binaryunder13

Interaction: year86*child

year90_binaryunder13

Interaction: year90*child

year92_binaryunder13

Interaction: year92*child

quebecbinaryunder13

Interaction: quebec*child

Quebec_84_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year84*child
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Quebec_86_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year86*child

Quebec_90_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year90*child

Quebec_92_binaryunder13

Interaction: quebec* year92*child

educationallevel

Coded such that:
1 = Less Than 9 Years of Elementary Education
2 = Some or Completed Secondary Education
3 = Some Post-secondary Education
4 = Post-secondary Certificate or Diploma
5 = University Degree
6 = Not stated (dropped)

adjIncome

Annual income before taxes (adjusted for
inflation to Canadian dollars in 2002); includes
wages and salaries, income from
self-employment, investment income,
government transfer, payments, miscellaneous
income

adjSpouseIncome

Annual income before taxes of the spouse
(adjusted for inflation to Canadian dollars in
2002); includes wages and salaries, income from
self-employment, investment income,
government transfer, payments, miscellaneous
income

weeksworkedfull_time

Number of weeks worked full time

weeksworkedpart_time

Number of weeks worked part time

weeksworkedfull_timespouse

Number of weeks worked full time by spouse

weeksworkedpart_timespouse

Number of weeks worked part time by spouse

children4

Number of Person Weeks a Member: Children
under 4

children4_6

Number of Person Weeks a Member: Children 46 years

children7_9

Number of Person Weeks a Member: Children 79 years

children10_12

Number of Person Weeks a Member: Children
10-12 years
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children13_15

Number of Person Weeks a Member: Children
13-15 years

adults16_17

Number of Person Weeks a Member: adults 1617 years

childrenunder17

Dummy: at least one child under 17=1. No child
under 17 =0

totalnumberofpersonweeksamember

Number of Person Weeks a Member in the
household

Table 9 – Summary Statistics (full table)
Households in Quebec
adjToys
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
age
agespouse
sex (as % female)
weeksworkedfull_time
weeksworkedpart_time
weeksworkedfull_timespouse
weeksworkedpart_timespouse
children4
children4_6
children7_9
children10_12
children13_15
adults16_17
Average household size (as number
of people)
year84 (as % of observations)
year86 (as % of observations)
year90 (as % of observations)
year92 (as % of observations)

Mean
259.04
42918.86
12035.98
38.66
30.11
20%
39.84
1.71
14.11
4.96
16.28
15.69
16.05
16.45
15.59
10.65
3.84
11%
29%
11%
24%

Median

SD

113.12
39019.32
4673.11
38.00
34.00
N/A

Min
489.88
26138.57
16060.62
8.54
15.60

N/A
52.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.00

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Max
0.00
0.00
-14570.44
20.00
0.00

N/A
19.76
8.21
21.19
13.48
27.95
27.32
26.87
27.22
27.70
22.53

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

4907.88
255897.40
222863.80
76.00
67.00
N/A

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

52.00
52.00
52.00
52.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
104.00

1.00

11.00

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Min

Max

Households in Ontario
adjToys
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
age
agespouse
sex (as % female)
weeksworkedfull_time

Mean
404.39
47405.82
19032.86
38.34
30.80
28.65%
40.35

Median

SD

210.34
44516.18
11284.42
38.00
34.00
N/A

645.98
28877.72
23391.41
8.74
15.32
N/A

52.00

19.53

0.00
-110576.90
-36899.04
20.00
0.00
N/A
0.00

4969.04
258538.70
281653.80
75.00
78.00
N/A
52.00
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weeksworkedpart_time
weeksworkedfull_timespouse
weeksworkedpart_timespouse
children4
children4_6
children7_9
children10_12
children13_15
adults16_17
Average household size (as number
of people)
year84 (as % of observations)
year86 (as % of observations)
year90 (as % of observations)
year92 (as % of observations)

2.87
20.07
5.56
18.88
14.60
15.32
16.54
16.83
11.16

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3.95
13 %
29 %
12 %
25 %

4.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

10.54
23.66
14.12
29.19
26.60
27.16
27.96
28.37
22.65
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

52.00
52.00
52.00
156.00
156.00
156.00
104.00
156.00
104.00

1.00

11.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 10 – Correlation Matrix
Variables
1. adjToys
2. child
3. quebec
4. educational level
5. weeksworkedfull_time
6. weeksworkedpart_time
7. weeksworkedfull_timespouse
8. weeksworkedpart_timespouse
9. adjIncome
10. adjSpouseIncome
11. children4
12. children4_6
13. children7_9
14. children10_12
15. children13_15
16. adults16_17
17. year84
18. year86
19. year90
20. year92
Variables
8. weeksworkedpart_timespouse
9. adjIncome
10. adjSpouseIncome
11. children4
12. children4_6
13. children7_9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.000
0.087
-0.125
0.176
0.057
0.068
0.134
0.022
0.145
0.206
0.033
0.082
0.086
0.039
-0.035
-0.060
0.009
-0.010
0.072
0.098

1.000
0.011
0.071
0.023
0.008
-0.023
-0.001
-0.022
0.001
0.330
0.300
0.310
0.320
-0.354
-0.525
-0.009
0.007
0.002
-0.024

1.000
-0.093
-0.013
-0.061
-0.131
-0.022
-0.081
-0.170
-0.045
0.020
0.014
-0.002
-0.022
-0.011
-0.022
0.001
-0.005
-0.007

1.000
0.168
0.023
0.082
0.086
0.395
0.224
0.075
0.023
-0.011
-0.024
-0.055
-0.069
0.010
-0.014
0.083
0.101

1.000
-0.404
0.084
0.119
0.507
0.031
-0.011
0.002
0.021
0.029
0.016
0.003
0.052
0.042
-0.018
-0.162

1.000
0.060
-0.030
-0.153
0.118
0.006
-0.012
0.009
-0.005
0.000
-0.009
-0.027
-0.026
0.016
0.105

1.000
-0.264
-0.025
0.730
-0.028
-0.073
-0.033
-0.010
0.015
0.023
-0.020
-0.033
0.086
0.101

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1.000
0.125
0.018
-0.016
0.005
0.021

1.000
0.039
-0.062
0.010
0.046

1.000
0.017
-0.033
-0.012

1.000
0.039
-0.140

1.000
0.067

1.000
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14. children10_12
15. children13_15
16. adults16_17
17. year84
18. year86
19. year90
20. year92

Variables
15. children13_15
16. adults16_17
17. year84
18. year86
19. year90
20. year92

0.014
0.016
0.016
0.030
0.039
0.007
0.005

0.085
0.084
0.052
0.056
0.033
0.016
-0.130

-0.017
0.000
-0.003
-0.024
-0.036
0.127
0.166

-0.269
-0.308
-0.277
-0.012
0.023
0.022
-0.013

-0.119
-0.204
-0.231
-0.001
0.024
-0.025
-0.030

0.083
-0.114
-0.178
0.013
-0.006
0.003
-0.025

15

16

17

18

19

20

1.000
0.105
0.008
-0.032
-0.029
-0.019

1.000
0.006
-0.026
-0.037
0.008

1.000
-0.236
-0.134
-0.212

1.000
-0.230
-0.365

1.000
-0.207

1.000

1.000
0.110
-0.052
-0.022
-0.007
-0.001
-0.021

8. APPENDIX B
Appendix B includes the full results of the DD regression, quantile regressions, and
the DDD regression.
Table 11 – Full Difference-in-Differences Regression Results (Extension of Table 5)
AdjToysLn
β

cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME (SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME (SPOUSE)
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6
CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86

t

-0.16
-0.087
-0.118
-0.328
-0.127
0.07
~0
~0
0.004
0.006
0.002
~0
0.004
0.006
0.006
0.004
~0
-0.002
0.402
0.282

-1.34
-0.9
-0.93
-3.21**
-1.68
4.82**
7.91**
5.57**
3.64**
2.90**
-1.43
-0.14
6.41**
10.71**
9.44**
5.31**
-0.1
-1.43
5.42**
4.36**
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year90
year92
Constant
Observations
R-squared
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1%
level

0.53
0.598
3.984
4755
0.16

6.12**
8.51**
46.41**

Table 12 – Full Quantile Regression Results (Extension of Table 6)
q(.1)
cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
(SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
(SPOUSE)
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6
CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86
year90
year92
Constant
Observations
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at
1% level

AdjToysLn
β
-0.516
-0.028
0.007
-0.405
-0.132
0.081
~0
~0
0.007
0.004

-2.35*
-0.16
0.03
-2.2
-0.93
3.06**
4.87**
4.54**
3.42**
1.12

0.001

0.49

0.002
0.005
0.009
0.008
0.003
-0.001
-0.007
0.667
0.24
0.464
0.702
2.343
4755

0.85
4.28**
7.91**
7.46**
2.25*
-1.1
-4.36**
4.54**
2.00*
3.06**
5.47**
15.47**

q(.25)
cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
adjIncome

t

AdjToysLn
β
-0.445
-0.408
-0.305
-0.56
0.122
0.086
~0

t
-2.61**
-2.96**
-1.76
-3.92**
1.1
4.20**
5.29**
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adjSpouseIncome
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
(SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
(SPOUSE)
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6
CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86
year90
year92
Constant
Observations
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at
1% level

~0
0.005
0.006

3.82**
2.88**
2.11*

0.002

1.12

0.001
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.004
-0.002
-0.005
0.542
0.41
0.559
0.637
3.2
4755

0.54
5.32**
8.69**
8.82**
4.48**
-1.9
-3.71**
4.74**
4.40**
4.75**
6.40**
27.21**

q(.5)

adjToysLn
β

cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
(SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
(SPOUSE)
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6
CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86
year90
year92
Constant
Observations
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at

t
-0.16
-0.146
-0.136
-0.402
-0.067
0.07
~0
~0
0.005
0.006

-1.18
-1.32
-0.98
-3.53**
-0.76
4.31**
5.54**
4.76**
4.12**
2.61**

0.002

1.21

0.001
0.005
0.007
0.006
0.004
0.001
-0.002
0.425
0.337
0.56
0.629
4.013
4755

0.48
6.30**
9.57**
9.09**
5.75**
0.84
-1.62
4.67**
4.54**
5.96**
7.93**
42.80**
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1% level
q(.75)

adjToysLn
β

cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
(SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
(SPOUSE)
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6
CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86
year90
year92
Constant
Observations
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at
1% level

-0.63
-0.11
-0.8
-1.43
-1.76
2.12*
7.97**
4.32**
0.51
1.45

0.003

1.66

~0
0.003
0.005
0.005
0.004
~0
~0
0.275
0.175
0.403
0.433
5.004
4755

-0.09
3.13**
5.79**
5.71**
4.32**
0.07
-0.35
2.59**
2.02*
3.68**
4.68**
45.78**

q(.9)
cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
(SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
(SPOUSE)
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6

t

-0.1
-0.014
-0.129
-0.19
-0.181
0.04
~0
~0
0.001
0.004

adjToysLn
β
0.047
-0.088
-0.221
-0.555
-0.099
0.031
~0
~0
~0
0.009

t
0.18
-0.43
-0.86
-2.62**
-0.6
1.01
7.75**
3.25**
0.14
2.34*

0.004

1.58

-0.002
0.001
0.003

-0.77
0.89
2.18*
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CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86
year90
year92
Constant
Observations
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at
1% level

0.003
0.002
~0
0.005
0.156
0.252
0.557
0.905
5.437
4755

2.45*
1.79
0.21
2.96**
0.92
1.83
3.19**
6.13**
31.17**

Table 13 – Full Difference-in-Difference-in-Differences Regression Results (Extension of
Table 7)

Quebec_84_binaryunder13
Quebec_86_binaryunder13
Quebec_90_binaryunder13
Quebec_92_binaryunder13
year84_binaryunder13
year86_binaryunder13
year90_binaryunder13
year92_binaryunder13
cpaQUEBEC_84
cpaQUEBEC_86
cpaQUEBEC_90
cpaQUEBEC_92
quebecbinaryunder13
quebec
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME
WEEKS WORKED FULL_TIME (SPOUSE)
WEEKS WORKED PART_TIME (SPOUSE)
adjIncome
adjSpouseIncome
CHILDREN < 4
CHILDREN 4_6
CHILDREN 7_9
CHILDREN 10_12
CHILDREN 13_15
ADULTS 16_17
year84
year86
year90

AdjToysLn
β
-0.88
-0.011
-0.504
-0.143
0.241
0.192
-0.353
0.062
0.609
-0.069
0.365
-0.173
0.382
-0.479
0.068
0.004
0.006
0.002
0
0
0
0.004
0.006
0.005
0.003
0
-0.001
0.206
0.122
0.808

t
-2.57*
-0.04
-1.45
-0.5
-1.48
-1.62
2.16*
-0.51
-1.88
-0.25
-1.11
-0.63
-1.66
2.12*
4.58**
3.77**
3.04**
-1.37
-0.08
8.44**
6.40**
5.18**
9.24**
8.31**
4.09**
-0.49
-1.08
-1.33
-1.03
5.21**
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year92
Constant
Observations
R-squared
* significant at 5% level; ** significant at 1%
level

0.546
4.01
4755
0.17

4.46**
46.82**
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